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SUMMARY
Heritage tourism is a recently “fashionable” phenomenon, also an answer for present-day trends. Views are different concerning
what belongs to this concept; some consider only cultural values, some others rank natural values as well, and parts of the World
Heritage have unique place among them. Thematic routes are a special opportunity for heritage tourism, targeting new groups by
additional programs and attractions, making them more interesting, attractive and diversified. They play an important role in
common European programs, too, like the Cultural Routes Program of the European Council. When developing thematic routes,
especially those based on heritage elements, there are a number of special aspects which have to be taken into account, like
authenticity and local initiation. Experiencing globalisation in tourism as well, we can state that success is based on innovation.
Regarding heritage tourism, product, service, organisation and process innovations are equally required as new ways of being
competitive.
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INTRODUCTION, RESEARCH
QUESTION AND CONCEPTS
Tourism is one of the leading economic sectors, and
growing very dynamically. According to a recent report of the
World Tourism Organisation (UNWTO), tourism had a 9%
share of the global GDP, and a 3% share of employment in
2009. Regarding Europe, the same figures are 5% and 5.2%. In
the past decade, international tourism has grown by 4-5% per
year. Though global tourism fell by 4% in 2009 due to the
crisis, the recovery was strong and rapid, producing a 6.9%
increase in international arrivals in 2010, with a record of 935
million. The forecast growth in European tourism for 2011 was
2-4% (UNWTO data).
The importance of cultural tourism is continuously
increasing within the total tourism market. According to
UNWTO data, the share of cultural tourism in international
travel increased from 37% (1995) to 40% (2004). In 2009 there
were about 375 million cultural trips. In Europe, tourists make
up 71% of all visitors to cultural attractions.
We can also experience a qualitative change in tourism
demand, partly due to the development of society as a whole
and partly to globalisation (OECD 2010). The main drivers are
increasing incomes, new and cheaper means of transport, and
intensive use of the info-communication technology. Parallel
with this, we can experience the development of a global
network society. As is stated in a recent research study of the
EC about the impact of cultural routes on SME’s innovation and
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competitiveness, the traditional vertical value chains are being
replaced by a more complex value network, where destinations,
for instance, become an integral part of value creation process.
The question arises: what can the key elements be in the
successful development of thematic routes? At first glance, the
answer seems to be simple: innovation! But which type?
Product and process innovations can be placed in the first place.
First of all, developments have to be based on local initiation
and will; these can be one of the sources of authenticity, too.
Regarding processes, quality can be a central element.
As an initial hypothesis, I would state that thematic route
development is not really built on professional bases, but rather
according to available grant programmes, and by the initiative
of (sometimes external) experts and municipalities rather than
local people and activists.
In Section 1, I would like to introduce the main concepts in
the research area. In Section 2 existing methodologies are
summarized. Section 3 presents how thematic routes appear in
the European policies, with examples in Section 4. Section 5
summarises the main concepts of tourism innovations. Finally,
conclusions are drawn from local and international surveys.

Cultural Tourism
Cultural tourism involves visits to cultural attractions and
events. The currently most accepted definition is given by the
Association for Tourism and Leisure Education (ATLAS):
“Cultural tourism is the movement of persons to cultural
attractions away from their normal place of residence, with the
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intention to gather new information and experiences to satisfy
their cultural needs.” (Richards, 2003) The OECD report on
culture and tourism (2009) summarizes the main drivers for
developing cultural tourism: valorizing and preserving heritage;
economic development and employment; physical and
economic regeneration; strengthening and/or diversifying
tourism; retaining population; and developing cultural
understanding.
ATLAS has also identified several quantitative and
qualitative trends, as shown in Figure 1:
Quantitative trends
Qualitative trends
 Increased number of
 Growing interest in popular
“cultural holidays”
culture, or the “everyday
culture” of the destination
 Rising education, income
 Growing role for the arts in
and status levels in the
market
cultural tourism
 More use of Internet for
 Increased linkage between
information gathering and
tourism and creativity, and
booking
the growth of “creative
tourism”
 More visits to cultural events
 Growing “omnivorous”
and festivals, driven by
increased supply and a desire
feature of cultural
for co-presence
consumption
Source: Impact of European Cultural Routes on SMEs’ innovation and
competitiveness, 2011

Figure 5. Trends in Cultural Tourism
Europe is a key cultural destination, and several significant
cultural tourism niches can be identified, replacing mass
tourism: creative, educational, gastronomic, religious, spiritual
and holistic, wellness and spa, cultural volunteer and roots of
migrant tourism types. Authenticity is also an important
question, where new trends can be experienced towards context,
originality and user-generated content.
As we will see, heritage is an important part of cultural
tourism, and its development can evidently fit the identified
market niches.

Heritage
The best-known concepts can be summarized as follows (in
Puczkó-Rácz, 2000):
➣ Nuryanti (1996): part of a society’s cultural traditions
and also a community’s identity.
➣ Hall-McArthur (1998): such a past value which is
considered to be worth preserving for the next
generations by the previous ones.
➣ Thurnbridge and Ashworth (1996): in a broader sense,
there are five essential aspects: any physical remains
from the past, individual and collective memories,
intangible elements of the past, results of cultural and
artistic works, natural environment, outstanding
economical activity, the so-called “heritage industry”
Heritage elements can be divided into two main groups:
cultural and natural heritage; and cultural heritage can be
divided into two sub-groups of tangible and intangible elements.
Natural heritage is mentioned much more rarely, though it
appears e.g. as a World Heritage category. We can find cultural
heritage with several possible definitions. In general, it involves

the most characteristic dimension of an area and its population
(culture). According to Czene (2002), it is a complex heritage
kept together by culture, but they are not equivalent with each
other; culture becomes heritage by the character of
accumulating traditions. Tóth–Trócsányi (1997) says that
cultural heritage is a continuously shaping phenomenon. Both
are in close relationship with the socio-economic space, which
is a result of certain processes and also a starting point for future
development.
We can find several more definitions in different legal
documents as well. The most important ones are the following:
World Heritage Agreement (1972), which Hungary joined in
1985; 21st Statute of 1985 (Hungary); LXIV law of 2001 about
the protection of cultural heritage (Hungary); UNESCO
Agreement about the Protection of Intellectual Cultural Heritage
(2003).

Heritage-based Tourism
There are several different opinions and views, the most
important are as follows:
➣ Swarbrooke (1994, in Puczkó-Rácz 2000): „based on
heritage, where heritage is the central element of
tourism product on the one hand, and it is the main
motivation for tourists on the other”.
➣ National Trust for Historic Preservation (USA): „
travelling to experience the places, artefacts and
activities that authentically represent the stories and
people of the past and present. It includes historic,
cultural and natural attractions.” Furthermore: „
heritage tourism is a critical piece of the historic
preservation puzzle. It helps protect our nation's
natural and cultural treasures by building
awareness, creating new jobs, providing new business
opportunities, and strengthening local economies.
Every time you enjoy a historic place, you are not
only helping to preserve it — you are helping to
improve the quality of life for residents and visitors
alike”.
➣ Nurick (2000): Heritage is anything transmitted from
the past, especially: original cultural and natural
material; the built environment; the archaeological
resource; the intangible heritage; the natural heritage,
that ‘heritage’ is perceived by our multicultural
society as having a quality or significance that makes
it worth preserving for its own sake and for the
appreciation of current and future generations.
➣ Silberberg (1995): Cultural and Heritage Tourism is a
tool of economic development that achieves economic
growth through attracting visitors from outside a host
community, who are motivated wholly or in part by
interest in the historical, artistic, scientific or
lifestyle/heritage offerings of a community, region,
group or institution. Such travel is focused upon
experiencing cultural environments, including
landscapes, the visual and performing arts and special
lifestyles, values, traditions, and events.
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➣

Fladmark (1994): cultural heritage tourism is not only
identification, management and protection; it helps in
understanding tourism’s effects on local communities
and regions, increases economical and social benefits,
helps finding the necessary financial resources for
protection, marketing and promotion.

markets, protection, packaging, decrease expenditures,
development, fitting the trends, etc.
The Cultural Routes of the European Council program – as
we will see later – testifies to the special role of thematic routes
and trips in global tourism today.

METHODOLOGY OF
HERITAGE DEVELOPMENT

Thematic Routes
Finally, the concept of “thematic route” means a route that
connects natural or artificial attractions, on the basis of a certain
theme, and that are accessible by a form of transport.
Considering sustainability, thematic routes provide education
and leisure at the same time. The main aims of such routes are:
raising interest, education, development of cooperation, new
 Definition of services (positioning) – which services?
(specialisation) to what extent? what quality?
 Continuous formation of products – as demands are
continuously changing, and competitors try to copy
 We do not have to serve all kinds of tourists and demands –
we have to specify our offer and provide unique, high-quality
services – The most important aim of product development is
a Unique Selling Proposition.

Though heritage tourism has several special characteristics,
we have to take classical product development processes into
consideration as well. These can be found on the right side of
Figure 2, while the tourism product development priorities are
on the left side:
 Creation of ideas
 Selection of ideas
 Development and testing of conception (is it attractive enough for
potential tourists?)
 Elaboration of marketing strategy
 Examination of profitability (paying product, return of
investment, liquidity, profitability, etc.)
 Product development (examination of rationality)
 Market test (on small pattern or market part)
 Entering the market

Source: own edition

Figure 6. Classical Process of Product Development
Heritage planning means the proper utilisation of past
remains. This became general only in the 20th century in
Western Europe, where heritage values of an area are in focus;
their utilisation by such methods which results in concrete
benefits (e.g. increasing number of visitors). Heritage values are
used for economical functions. The development of a heritage
product is the result of activity over several periods.
The National Trust for Historic Preservation (USA) worked
out the following methodology for the development of cultural
heritage tourism:
Step 1: Access to potential
Step 2: Plan and organise
Step 3: Prepare for visitors, protect and manage
Step 4: Market for success
With the help of the following five basic principles we can
avoid all the difficulties arising from the meeting of culture,
heritage and tourism:
➣ Collaborate: Building partnerships is essential, as they
help develop local support. Tourists’ demands can be
satisfied only by several, cooperating institutions and
stakeholders.
➣ Find the Fit: Balancing the needs of residents and
visitors, defining the amount of tourists that can be
handled. Local circumstances determine what an area
needs to do and can do.
➣ Make sites and programs come alive: Creative and
exciting interpretation is important! Engage all senses
of visitors!
➣ Focus on quality and authenticity: Authenticity of
previous generations, local culture and traditions –
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these will interest visitors and make the area unique.
Only these can add real value.
➣ Preserve and protect: Heritage elements are
irreplaceable! Only long-term preservation and
protection is acceptable. This is true for traditions,
handicrafts, feasts and gastronomy as well.
An Australian research program has found the following key
success factors regarding heritage tourism (Carlsen et al. 2008):
Success factors in heritage tourism
operation
 Agreed objectives and clear
concepts
 Financial planning for
budgeting, capital raising and
price setting
 Effective marketing strategies
based on sound market
research
 Destination and proximity to
major markets and visitor
flows
 Human resource management,
including paid staff and
volunteers
 Planning for product
differentiation, life cycles and
value adding
 Quality and authenticity of
products and experiences
 Engage cultural heritage and
tourism expertise in
conservation and promotion
 Design interpretation as an
integral part of the heritage
tourism experience

Critical success factors in heritage
tourism
 Issues influencing visitor flows
and market access included:
 accessibility convenience
 high fuel costs discouraging
self drive visitors
 group tour access
 destination image
 attraction clustering
 proximity to major markets
 location in growing tourism
regions
 use of night tours to keep
visitors in the region
 proximity to other facilities
such as accommodation and
entertainment in nearby towns
and cities

Source: Carlsen et al. 2008

Figure 7. Key Success Factors in Heritage Tourism
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Nurick (2000) has examined British heritage tourism. He
used the best-known definitions (see earlier). Heritage plays an
outstanding role in Great Britain’s tourism, one of the leading
motivation elements, and he found that it is almost impossible
to draw a boundary between heritage and non-heritage tourism:
Main motivations of leisure travel to Great Britain,
activities determining decisions
Visiting ‘heritage’ sites (castles, monuments, churches, etc.)
Exploring historic / interesting towns / cities
Visiting artistic/heritage exhibits (museums/art
galleries/heritage centres/etc.)
Attending performing arts, etc.
(theatre/cinema/opera/ballet)
Visiting gardens, parks
Hiking / walking / rambling / orienteering
Pleasure motoring
Source: Nurick, 2000

37 %
29 %
29 %
18 %
16 %
8%
4%

Figure 8. Motivations of Leisure Travel in Great Britain
Based on his findings, he identified the following success
factors related to heritage-based tourism projects:

SUSTAINABILITY
(Regeneration, Conservation,
Product renewal, Income streams,
Multiple uses, Repeat visits)

ACCESS AND INCLUSION
(Access, Inclusion,
Education, Learning, ICT)

PROJECT
CATALYSIS
(Cooperation,
Value for money,
Return on investment, Multiple agendas)

COMPETITIVENESS
(Quality and standards, Benchmarking,
Marketing, Management, Visitor
satisfaction)

Source: Nurick, 2000

Figure 9. Success Factors in Heritage-Based Tourism
Development Projects
Finally, there are certain community aspects as well,
regarding cultural heritage tourism. There are three essential
components which have to be integrated:
➣ The desire of a community to share its cultural legacy
with tourists,
➣ An intact cultural resource base that can provide the
foundation for a community cultural heritage product,
➣ An accessible travel market that is interested in
visiting the certain heritage.

HERITAGE AND CULTURAL
ROUTES IN EUROPEAN POLICY
Parallel to economic and political construction, which is one
of the means of integration, travel also plays an important role
in raising the awareness of a continent that sometimes gives the
impression of both seeking unity and of splitting up. Travel
within Europe allows the practice of a multicultural European
identity and a concrete sharing of its values by the citizens. The
idea of enabling Europeans to rediscover, in their spare time, a
tourist cultural practice has led to a turn towards great transborder, even continental, routes. These routes influenced the

history of cultural relations, and for centuries supported
exchanges and blending; imposes itself upon our
contemporaries as one of the instruments of cultural action and
free movement of ideas and people.
The Cultural Routes programme was launched by the
Council of Europe in 1987. Its objective was to demonstrate, by
means of a journey through space and time, how the heritage of
the different countries and cultures of Europe contributes to a
shared cultural heritage. The Cultural Routes put into practice
the fundamental principles of the Council of Europe: human
rights, cultural democracy, cultural diversity and identity,
dialogue, mutual exchange and enrichment across boundaries
and centuries.
Themes must satisfy all of the following criteria (CM/Res
(2010)52):
1. the theme must be representative of European values
and common to several countries of Europe;
2. the theme must be researched and developed by groups
of multidisciplinary experts from different regions of
Europe so as to ensure that the activities and projects
which illustrate it are based on consensus;
3. the theme must be illustrative of European memory,
history and heritage and contribute to an interpretation
of the diversity of present-day Europe;
4. the theme must lend itself to cultural and educational
exchanges for young people and hence be in line with
the Council of Europe's ideas and concerns in these
fields;
5. the theme must permit the development of initiatives
and exemplary and innovative projects in the field of
cultural tourism and sustainable cultural development;
6. the theme must lend itself to the development of tourist
products in partnership with tourist agencies and
operators aimed at different publics, including school
groups.
The list of priority fields of action includes:
➣ cooperation in research and development,
➣ enhancement of memory, history and European
heritage,
➣ cultural and educational exchanges for younger
Europeans,
➣ contemporary cultural and artistic practice,
➣ cultural tourism and sustainable cultural development.
A technical body, the European Institute of Cultural Routes,
was set up in 1998 for operational purposes. Its role is to
examine applications for new projects, to monitor activities in
the field and co-ordinate the work of partner organisations and
to disseminate and archive information documents.
In 2005, the European Institute of Cultural Routes created
the European Economic Interest Grouping (EEIG) “Culture
Routes Europe”, giving life to a common organization which
aims to gather all the networks responsible for the cultural
routes of the Council of Europe and to work together, in a
coherent way, for tourist visibility and realisation of the cultural
routes program.
The European Heritage Label is designed to promote the
transnational European dimension of cultural property,
monuments, natural or urban sites, tangible and intangible,
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contemporary and traditional heritage and sites that have played
a key role in building and uniting Europe. It aims to strengthen
the support of European citizens for a shared European identity
and to foster a sense of belonging to a common cultural space.
The European Heritage Label is designed to encourage
people’s understanding of, and respect and support for, their
heritage. It represents a means of protecting and promoting our
cultural heritage, with the aim of identifying and passing on that
heritage to future generations, while strengthening cooperation
between European states.

REGIONAL AND
INTERNATIONAL EXAMPLES
Concerning the Northern Hungarian tourism region, there
are significant examples for the importance of heritage-based
tourism, with special regard to thematic routes:
➣ During the elaboration of the tourism development
strategy of the Northern Hungarian tourism region in
2007 a deep attraction audit was carried out. From the
4,670 elements identified, 2,688 could be classified as
cultural and heritage attractions.
➣ The Hungary – Slovakia Cross-border Cooperation
Programme 2007-2013 provided a very good
opportunity for tourism development projects, too.
The “Tours without Borders” project was carried out
in 2009-2010, and its main aim was to elaborate joint
tourism packages along three thematic routes: the
Gothic Route, the Iron Route, and the Forts and
Castles Route. The project partners were BorsodAbaúj-Zemplén County and the Town Municipality of
Spišská Nová Ves. These heritage elements play a
very important role in the tourism offer of the region,
and represent great historical and cultural value. Just
think about the common parts of our history, or the
industrial significance, as this area was referred to as
the “iron heart of Europe” in the 18th-19th centuries.
Under the name “MEDIAVEL” another project is
being carried out in 2011-2012 as a continuation, with
the aim of elaboration of new joint programmes along
thematic routes: the Gothic Route, Industrial Heritage
Trails and Wine Routes. Eight museums are also
involved with new exhibitions, and the partners are
Borsod-Abaúj-Zemplén County and the Košice
Region.
Within the above mentioned “Tours without Borders”
project, a survey was carried out among the participating
entrepreneurs and tourism organisations (both Slovak and
Hungarian) (Nagy 2010). The results seem to support the initial
hypothesis. The project was initiated by the two municipalities,
and potential stakeholders were addressed only later. The rate of
participating stakeholders was the first “shock” – only around
15% from all of those approached. Regarding existing
partnerships, 65% of Hungarian and 40% of Slovak
entrepreneurs have certain co-operations. Only 60% had heard
about thematic routes before, though the guests of 81% of the
respondents would have been interested in them. Of the
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respondents, 78% had considered participating in such
programs, but they were not proactive, rather waiting for an
invitation to join. Finally, 90% of the entrepreneurs wanted to
be involved. Regarding the rate of participation, this is only 1314% of the number of the original sample. This supports the
hypothesis that well-established project developments should be
based on local initiation, especially in special programs like
heritage-based thematic routes.
Within the Cultural Routes of the European Council, by this
time, there are 25 routes under the “brand” European Cultural
Routes. To mention just a few examples: the first route was the
Santiago de Compostela Pilgrim Routes in 1987, running
through eight countries. The European Mozart Routes were
established in 2002, with the cooperation of 10 countries. The
Phoenicians Route (18 countries in three continents),
established in 2003, represents an ancient, Mediterranean
community, and developed into an intercultural model of the
European Union. Hungary has been an important partner in the
Central European Iron Trail from its “birth” in 2007, with
Miskolc and its surroundings in the focus.
There are many of other, sometimes even surprising or
extreme examples, when heritage elements have become the
main tourism attractions of an area. Just as a “foretaste”, some
of them are:
➣ Military heritage as tourism attraction – Military
heritage tourism is a further sub-set within heritage
tourism, in which "the veneration of military death is
linked to modern nationalistic impulses”. (Gatewood
and Cameron 2004). There are outstanding museums,
like the National Military Museum of New Zealand;
previous “top secret” objects which became visitor
centres, like the former submarine base in Balaklava
(Ukraine); or the Maginot line thematic route in
Lorraine, France.
➣ Active tourism and nature protection along the former
“iron curtain” – “Borders separate – nature units”: this
is the slogan of a great nature protection program, also
known as the Green Belt of Europe. The zone has a
really untouched natural habitat, the best sample of
Europe’s biodiversity. Today it is 6,800 km long, in
22 countries. The aim of the Iron Curtain Trail, which
is still in development, is to also transfer the idea of
experiencing history to a European level as well. This
6,800 km trail guides cyclists with an interest in
history from the Barents Sea on the NorwegianRussian border to the Black Sea along what used to be
the Iron Curtain, which is now no longer a dividing
line but a symbol of a shared, pan-European
experience in a reunified Europe.

TOURISM INNOVATIONS
As we could see, cultural and heritage tourism are a very
complex system and play an outstanding and significant role in
world tourism, especially in Europe. European Cultural Routes
also face a challenge. The European Institute of Cultural Routes
prepared a report for the Congress of Local and Regional
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Authorities off the Council off Europe, identtifying the folloowing
trends and theeir rising impoortance in cultu
ural tourism (inn: EC
CIP project stuudy 2011):
➣ show
wcase exhibitioons and of Eu
uropean capitalls for
cultuure,
➣ for vvisitors of museums of territtories and scieentific
museums, based on
o living pressentations, i.e. with
peopple working (intteractivity!),
➣ induustrial heritage sites,
s
➣ milittary architecturre sites,
➣ mem
morial sites,
➣ natuural and historicc parks,
➣ celebbrations, especcially those of
o prominent local,
natioonal and Europeean figures,
➣ annuual themes coordinating a common
c
policyy for
territtories.
The recom
mmendations for
f existing Cu
ultural Routes have
been organiseed in five main
m
groups off capacity-buillding,
network goverrnance, perform
mance evaluatio
on, brand imagge and
marketing, andd cooperation with
w the main sttakeholders.
These fivee areas, at the same time, are the main areeas of
tourism innovvations, too. Innnovation in tou
urism is difficullt and
not frequent (yyet), because of
o some special features of touurism:
structure (maainly SMEs) and
a
characteristics (servicess, not
products; intanngibility).
First of alll, we have to know clearly the actual trennds in
tourism to bee able to provvide offers according to dem
mands.
These trends rrepresent the great
g
market pu
ull force, whichh can
motivate tourrism providers and entrepreeneurs to consscious
innovation. Beesides strong prrice competition
n, we can experrience
liberal condiitions which can increasee the numbeer of
competitors; gglobal providerss put high pressure on local S
SMEs;
basic synergiees have to be takken into consid
deration; and, fiinally,
the developmeent of informatiion technology plays a determ
mining
role in tourism
m. These tendenncies have to reesult in new serrvices
and structuress, and in radicaal changes in selling channelss, and
have to openn new marketinng ways, like solutions baseed on
databases or nnetwork organisations.
Defining tthe possible areeas of tourism in
nnovations, wee need
the following kkey elements:
➣ indivvidualisation of
o mass tourism
m, according tto the
doubble expectation of effectivenesss and uniqueneess,
➣ widee use of ICT systems,
➣ form
mation of speccial value elem
ments (like deesign,
coloours, emotions) increasing the experience,
e
➣ strenngthening the core competen
ncies of destinaations
and enterprises, andd
➣ serving new markeets, target grou
ups – i.e. markketing
innoovations.
The main points of tourrism innovations are to givee new
target-tool com
mbinations, new
w problem solu
utions – the po ssible
forms, accordiing to Weiermaair (2004) are:
➣ orgaanic innovationns (based on ex
xisting competeences,
relattions and netwoorks),
➣ nichhe innovationss (new, concentrated form
ms of
existting competencces),
➣ orgaanisational innoovations (new co
o-operations wiithout
existting competencces), and

➣

revolution
nary innovatioons (new com
mpetences onn
existing reelations).
Figure
F
6 providees examples of these forms.

Sourcce: on the basis of Weiermair, 20004

Fig
gure 10. Tourism
m Innovations
Due
D to globalissation, the com
mpetition between destinationss
is in
ncreasing. Product innovations
ns themselves are
a not enoughh
for maintaining
m
com
mpetitiveness. A
As was stated before,
b
processs
and organisational innovations arre what is mo
ost lacking. Ass
touriism products arre combinationss of several serrvices, we havee
to deeal with networks and co-opeeration regardin
ng organisationn
patteerns.
Innovation
I
hass become onne of the main
m
economicc
view
wpoints both in the European U
Union (e.g. the Lisbon and EU
U
2020
0 strategies) an
nd on the regiional level; jusst think of thee
signiificant investmeents in researchh and education
n (mainly from
m
comm
munity sources) or subsidies iin the most inn
novative sectorss
(like transportation
n and energy). This is true in the case off
serviices, too, especcially in thosee requiring a certain
c
level off
know
w-how and quallifications, whicch is typical in certain tourism
m
activ
vities (e.g. accommodationn, catering, real estate)..
Inforrmation and communication technologies (ICT) are thee
field
ds where we can experiennce the most changes andd
innov
vations in tourrism as well. T
The wide use of
o ICT and thee
Interrnet has alloweed tourists to directly keep in touch withh
serviice providers, thus decreasinng the transaction costs andd
eliminating intermediaries.
Today,
T
changin
ng demand direccts the market, which is ruledd
by th
he customers. Service
S
provideers suffer the co
onsequences off
this. This means a new kind off problem, which requires ann
innov
vative and creative way of tthinking for the formation off
widee range of nich
he tourism form
ms. Moreover, lifestyles havee
been
n changed overr the past decaades – a health
hier populationn
with higher disposaable incomes trravels more often, but for lesss
time. Focus is put on
o “best qualityy for best price””, instead of thee
loweest price. Customer loyalty is decreasing
g; tourists aree
searcching for susttainable and aauthentic form
ms of holidayss
insteead of mass tourrism.
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Tourism innovations cannot
c
be lim
mited to indivvidual
innovation performances; raather, they are the results of some
cooperation, w
where entrepreeneurial (stakeh
holders, compaanies,
etc.) and comm
munity (tourism
m offices, mark
keting agencies,, local
and regional municipalities,, etc.) levels both
b
take part.. The
community levvel determines the economicaal, social, ecoloogical,
regulative, orrganisational and
a
other env
vironmental fa
factors
which are inteerconnected wiith tourism, and their manageement
has the largestt impact on innoovation processses.
Experience can also bee considered as
a one of the most
important andd determining factors of service
s
innovaations,
regarding the experience-focuused principle of
o tourism. Theey see
innovations ass the results of
o a process raather than resuults of
individuals’ ccreativity. Thuss, “open innov
vations” can pplay a
very importannt role in tourism
m; for example,, the “best practtices”
method is widdely used in tourrism developmeent projects.
“A producct is what you buy – an experience is whaat you
remember” (M
Michelle Sears,, 2011) – this should be the main
driving force iin tourism innovvations.
Innovationn is part of the decision-making
d
g daily routine oof big
companies – bbut for small toourism enterprisses, focusing m
mainly
on certain desstinations, innovvation possibilities are limitedd. The
primary obstaccle is the lack of human and financial resouurces.
Small enterpriises concentrate on average demands
d
of avverage
customers – nnew products annd services meean a real challlenge.
Tourism basedd on experiencee, sustainable to
ourism, nature-bbased,
cultural or heeritage-based toourism can be a strategic waay for
elaborating innnovative new toourism products.

innov
vations. This is
i true on the destination lev
vel, too, whichh
shou
uld become more
m
competittive on both national andd
interrnational markeets. Destinationns should utilizze endogenouss
facto
ors, like agglom
meration in thee case of trad
ditional tourism
m
centrres. Similarly, traditional
t
destiinations focus on
o the best andd
biggest places, thu
us shadowing tthe agglomerattion; the latterr
then can focus on niche markets.
Regarding
R
innovation mechannism, there are certain tools inn
innov
vation-oriented
d tourism poliicy, like trainiing (providingg
long-term human resources, statinng that destinattion is the bestt
levell of learning; production aand diffusion of know-how
w
(reacching sector-specific and maccroeconomic, mainly
m
externall
valuees); innovation
n promotion ((supporting co
ompetition andd
coop
peration, creatin
ng innovative at
atmosphere). We
W can state thatt
comp
petition betweeen destinationns depends on innovationn
abilitties.
Networking
N
is one of the kkey elements in
i the case off
cultu
ural routes, too. This naturally
ly leads to a seeries of furtherr
questions, like form
ms of cooperattion, managem
ment, leadershipp
and governance, fin
nancial backgroounds, etc. SM
MEs – being thee
basiss of tourism – are participannts of networkss along culturall
routee; that is why itt is so exciting to wait for the final results off
recen
nt research projects on thhe routes’ im
mpact on theirr
innov
vation ability.
So,
S how to go
o on with thee innovative development
d
off
heritage-based them
matic routes? U
Using the traditional models off
comm
munity and com
mpany research and innovation
n processes, myy
first model is:

CONCLU
USIONS
The OECD
D held its confference “Innovaation and Grow
wth in
Tourism” in 22003 in Luganno, Switzerland
d. In its final ppaper,
Prof. Peter K
Keller, Chairmaan of OECD Tourism
T
Comm
mittee,
summarized thhe conclusions as follows (excerpts):
“Innovatioon in tourism is
i no longer a question of a giant
leap forward – it is a series of small steps that leaad to
incremental ggrowth. Innovaation is a feed
dback process. One
innovation ineevitably leads too another one. Innovations
I
imp
mprove
products and reduce the coost of processses. The innovvation
process has thus become an investmeent process. L
Large
companies sett aside a signifficant part of th
heir total budgget for
research and development. In this regaard, investmennts in
innovation aare not that different from investmentts in
installations orr equipment.” (Keller
(
2004, p.4)
There is a need for innovvation-oriented tourism policyy. The
future of traaditional destinnations will depend
d
on a more
innovation-oriiented tourism policy,
p
which has
h the main taskks of:
➣ extennding the lifee-cycles of tou
urism productss and
services,
➣ achieving a steadyy rate of grow
wth – dependinng on
inpuuts of capital annd labour, more effective strucctures,
reachhing new marrkets, investmeent on trainingg and
know
w-how, as well as research and
d development.
These facttors can be connsidered as the main driving fforces
of innovation.. They can gennerate further development, annd act
as a base forr the requiredd product, proccess and markketing
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Research
R
phase
(tech
hnical dimension)

1. Selection of site or theme

On the basis of local
neeeds and initiatives

2. Search for infor
ormation

Authenticity! Planning,
capability, resources

3. Creation of ppartner
network and dattabases

4. Prototype elabboration
Dev
velopment phase
(mark
keting dimension)

Find the local key actors,
activists and experts plus
the most fitting
ganisational form
org
Foccus on quality and
quaalification methods

5. Economic evaaluation
6. Finalisation, ent
ntering the
market

Sourcce: own edition

Figure
F
11. Initia
al Hypothetical Model for Them
matic Route
ments
Developm
The
T
blocks on
n the right sidde of Figure 7 contain myy
hypo
othetical conclu
usions, which, aat the same time, point out thee
direcctions for my
y further reseaarch questionss. As productt
deveelopment itsellf is not eenough for success andd
comp
petitiveness, thee priorities shouuld be:
➣ elaboratin
ng the most suuitable organisaational form(s))
for such heritage-basedd thematic routes, which aree
initiated by local peoople (whether or not it iss
necessary
y to have an extternal expert, in
nitiator, advisorr
or moderator) – that is,, creation of a co-operationall
model;

Heritage Tourism, Thematic Routes and Possibilities for Innovation

➣

elaboration of a thematic route qualification system or
method, which is suitable for establishing a
commonly used methodology for all kind of thematic
routes (such a system does not yet exist; whether it is
possible at all to form such a system, as routes may
include many different types of services and

stakeholders) – that is, creation of a complex
qualification model.
The construction and testing of such a qualification model
could be a great step forward for not only product, but also
process innovation, too.
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